| 1.  | abacus          | 51.  | anxious        |
| 2.  | abalone        | 52.  | apartment      |
| 3.  | abdomen        | 53.  | apologize      |
| 4.  | abhorred       | 54.  | appearance     |
| 5.  | abominate      | 55.  | applesauce     |
| 6.  | absence        | 56.  | appreciation   |
| 7.  | absorption     | 57.  | apron strings  |
| 8.  | accelerate     | 58.  | arbitration    |
| 9.  | accessory      | 59.  | arch           |
| 10. | accommodate    | 60.  | archosaur      |
| 11. | accomplish     | 61.  | argument       |
| 12. | accustomed     | 62.  | Arkansas       |
| 13. | achievable     | 63.  | armadillos     |
| 14. | acknowledge    | 64.  | article        |
| 15. | acquaintance   | 65.  | assistant      |
| 16. | acreage        | 66.  | assurance      |
| 17. | acrylic        | 67.  | astonish       |
| 18. | actually       | 68.  | asymptomatic   |
| 19. | additional     | 69.  | atmosphere     |
| 20. | adherence      | 70.  | atrium         |
| 21. | Adirondack chair | 71.  | Australia      |
| 22. | administer      | 72.  | autopsy         |
| 23. | adventuresome  | 73.  | avalanche       |
| 24. | aerobatics     | 74.  | aviary          |
| 25. | aesthetically  | 75.  | awkward         |
| 26. | afghan         | 76.  | bachelor        |
| 27. | afraid         | 77.  | baguette       |
| 28. | aggravate      | 78.  | bankruptcy     |
| 29. | agronomist     | 79.  | barbaric        |
| 30. | airmail        | 80.  | barefoot        |
| 31. | Alaska         | 81.  | baritone        |
| 32. | Albuquerque    | 82.  | barrette       |
| 33. | Algonquin      | 83.  | basketball      |
| 34. | alkaline       | 84.  | battalion       |
| 35. | allege         | 85.  | beaker          |
| 36. | almost         | 86.  | because        |
| 37. | alphabetical   | 87.  | beginner        |
| 38. | alto           | 88.  | begonia         |
| 39. | Amarillo       | 89.  | Belgium         |
| 40. | Amazon River   | 90.  | bellybutton     |
| 41. | amendment      | 91.  | benevolence     |
| 42. | amino acid     | 92.  | bicycle         |
| 43. | amplifier      | 93.  | binary numbers  |
| 44. | anarchy        | 94.  | biochemist      |
| 45. | Andes Mountains| 95.  | birthmark       |
| 46. | antarctic circle| 96.  | Blarney Castle  |
| 47. | antibiotic     | 97.  | blockade        |
| 48. | anticlimax     | 98.  | bobsledding    |
| 49. | antihistamine  | 99.  | bonsai          |
| 50. | antiquated     | 100. | bottom-line    |
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